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Introduction
_Recently, as the memory density

achievement
interconnects

of DRAM

revealed that the decrease of the phosphorous concentration in
TiSi, formation area on poly-Si plug due to the increase of outdiffusion of phosphorus to TiN/TiSi2 layer, as the actual-deposited
Ti thickness increases. And BLC to p+ Rc increase resulted from
the high boron consumption in the doped Si layer during silicide
formation[4]. On the contrary, we believe that BLC to n+ Rc
decrease was because of the decrease of TiSi, sheet resistance as Ti

increases, the

of high performance and reliability of metal
of DRAM is becoming a critical coniem, because

both current density and RC delay time are increasing with the
aggressive down scaling of cell and MOSFET's size. To meet these
demands, w(tungsten) has heen widely used as a bit line material

{ue t9 its-lower specilic resistivity than conventional polycide[l].
Despite of such advantages, however, w-bit line proceis has some
difficulties in achieving the good contact characteristics including
thermal stability on the doped poly-Si plug, n+ & pr areas and
wsix(gate) simultaneously under high thermal budget produced

thickness increases[Fig.4], even though
agglomeration of TiSi, [Fig.7 (a)&O)

minimize the trade-offs of each contact resistance in cell and
periphery regions, we investigated the effect of the optimized Ti
deposition condition including a moderate Ti thickness and a
subsequent RTA process on each contaet resistance. As shown in
Fig.S, compared to conventional(Con, -20mTon) condition, low
pressure(LP,-5mTorr) Ti deposition condition is very efficient to
improve all bit line contact resistance characteristics concurrently.

9*ing the formation of

capacitor in the coB(capacltor over bit
line) structure[Fig.l(a)]. As w-bit line contact size becomes smaller,
it is shongly demanded to obtain the good contact resistance in bottr
cell and periphery regions, because contact resistance has the
inverse proportional function of contact area[2]. In this paper, we
have investigated the effect of ri(Titanium) deposition conditions
and subsequent RTA(rapid thermal anneal) - on each contact
resistance. And also, we propose the optimized Ti deposition
condition and subsequent RTA to obtain the good characteristics of
cell and periphery contact resistance simultaneously, while still

That is because LP condition can effectively control the thicker Ti

on the bottom side(Fig.50)-O) and the better side step

coverage(Fig.5(b)-@) inside contact hole by reducing the straight
direction than conventional condition, resulting in improving the
uniformity of Ti thickness in contact hole area as well as obtaining
the same Ti thickness as conventional condition. In Fig.6, after
subsequent RTA 845C, BLC to n* Rc of LP-Ti8OA condition
was reduced 20% compared to that of Con-Ti60 A, while BLC to

keeping good other device characteristics.

Experimental
The devices were fabricated using a 0.l5um technology Z56M-

poly plug Rc and p+ Rc slightly decreased. And also, it was
observed that the subsequent RTA temperature conhol above

DRAM product which is quite stable in terms of tichnology
maturity. The key technologies used in this experiment were
summarized in Table l. In order to veriff how Ti thickness with

critical value is very useful to get rid of the agglomeration on
contact area generated during TiSi, formation[Fig.7(c)] as well as
to reduce the TiSi, sheet resistance[Fig.8]. By applying RTA 865C
based on Con-Ti60 A, BLC to poly plug Rc, n* Rc and p+ Rc are
reduced about 33Vo, 45o/o and l[Vo respectively, compared to that
with RTA 8a5'C[Fig.6]. Consequently, we found out that BLC to
poly plug Rc, n+ and p+ Rc characteristics could be dramatically
reduced simultaneously using LP-Ti8OA/RTA865Q without any
trade-off of other device characteristics such as n+lPW & p+ArlW
junction leakage in periphery region[Fig.10] and the data retention
time in memory cells[Fig.12]. Especially, as shown in Fig.9, we
observed that the in-wafer uniformity characteristics of BLC to n+

different Ti deposition conditions and subsequent thermal treatment
affect each contact resistance of W-bit line, two sample groups
were p-repared [Table 2]. Group-l was manufactured to investigate
the effect of Ti thickness at fixed TiN200A and subsequent RJrA
845c(for fixed 20sec in N, ambient) and Group-2 was fabricated
to"find out the effect of ri deposition condition and subsequent
RTA temperature on each contact resistance of cell and periphery
regioqs' Especially, the optimized barrier metal condition of w-uit
line- was proposed in Group-2 and characterized by the wafer
urli,formity of each contact resistance for all splitting conditions. In
addition, we evaluated the tDpl(data-in to prechage time)
characteristics closely related to cell contact resiitance -and dati
retention time characteristics associated with thermal treatment[3]
in memory cells, practically.

Rc using the proposed condition(LP-TiS0

A/Rfng6S'C) represents

the excellent improvanent effect compared to that using

the

conventional condition(Con-Ti60 AiRfnSAS'C). In addition, BLC
to poly plug Rc characteristics by applying the proposed condition
was improved around 50% compared to that of conventional
condition, resulting in reducing the tDPL failure rate(around l2%)
in memory cells as shown in Fig.l l.

Results and Discussion
TEM images of TiN/TiSi, using direct
W-bit line contact to poly plug, n+ and p+ active areas which are
very sensitive to the barrier metal thickness and subsequent thermal
treatment. In Fig.l(d), schematic diagram of criticar celr contact
area closely associated with tDPL characteristics is illustrated. For
better tDPL margin, bit line contact as well as storage node contact
!o poly plug resistance should be reduced, simultaneously. In
Fig.l (e), the practical IDPL failure rate increases as the bit line
contact to poly plug Rc increases. And also, it is well-known that
BLC(bit line contact) to n+ and p+ Rc of transistors are directly
related to the driving ability of n/pMosFET in periphery circuits.
First, Fig2 represents the Ti thickness dependence of each contact
resistance in cell and periphery areas, respectively. As the
deposited Ti thickness goes up, both BLC to poly plug Rc and pr
Rc increase, while BLC to n* Rc decreases. As shown in SIMS
profile of Fig.3, the reason of BLC to poly plug Rc increase was

fig.lftl

n* contact area still has the
in n+ Rc area]. In order to

and (c) show the

Conclusion

We have intensively investigated the impact of Ti deposition
condition along with optimal Ti thickness and subsequent RTA
temperature on each contact resistance of W-bit line. And we found
out that low pressure(-5mTon) Ti deposition condition with the
subsequent RTA temperature above critical value is very useful to
improve the uniformity of Ti deposited thickness inside contact
hole and to remove the agglomeration on contact area, resulting in
the excellent improvement of W-bit line contact characteristics. In
particular, the optimized condition(LP-Ti8O A infeses'C ) suitable
to 0.l5um DRAM technology and beyond is proposed in order to

obtain the good contact resistance of cell and periphery areas
simultaneously, while still keeping good other elechical properties.
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Conventional
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Table 2. The splitting conditions of Ti thickness with different deposition methods
and subsequsnt RfA to veriff the effect of Ti thickness and the thermal treatment for
ohmic contact formation on each contact resistance in cell and periphery areas.
Especially, the optimized barrier metal condition of W-bit line with subsequent RTA
t€rp€rature was proposed in Group-2.

metallayers)

Tablel. The summary of key tectmologies used in this experiment.
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(b) PeriPhery Area

Fig.2 Cumulative probability of BLC to poly plug Rc in cell regton
and BLC to N+ Rc & P+ Rc in periphery area for each splitting
condition in Group-l.

Fig.3 SIMS profile with different Ti
thicknesses of TiN/Tilpoly-Si area in cell
region afterRTA 845C.

Fig.4 TiSi2 sheet

resistamcefi{sl

characteristics wittl different Ti
thicknesses in BLC to n+ Rc af,ea.
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Fig.6 Cumulative probability of BLC to poly plug Rc in cell
regton and BLC to N+ & P+ Rc in periphery reglon to obtain the
effect of Ti deposition condition and subsequent RTA in Group-2.
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Fig.9 Frequency dirtribution
of BLC to n* Rc area in wafer

Fig.lO Comparison of N+/PW
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